
On June 6, 2021, SJA Jeju completed the convocation for its second

graduating class. After four years of achievement, these fine students

were presented with diplomas to signify their academic achievement

and readiness for college. There were speeches given by the

Valedictorian (Joon Kim), our new principal, Mr. Corey Johnson, and

parting words were given by Dr. Jeannie Sung. The faculty speaker,

Mr. David Paige, who was chosen by the Senior Class, gave parting

words, as well. Parents were unable to attend due to Jeju social

distancing requirements, but they were able to congratulate their

children on off-campus photo booths. Many students received special

academic awards including the Valedictorian, two Salutatorians

(Sangwoo Kwon and Andrew Cho), and honor cords for Capstone

Academic Excellence (YoungChae Park, HanNa Lee, CheWon Han,

and Joon Kim). The graduating students were both saddened at

realizing their time at SJA Jeju was ending, but expressed excitement

about the next stage of their student careers at universities in

Canada, the UK, Singapore, and the United States. 

Congratulations to the class of 2021!!
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STUDENTS SPARKLE AT PROM

On May 21, SJA juniors and seniors donned their best attire and walked the red

carpet for SJA Jeju’s first annual prom. Students were able to dress up, dance,

and capture the memories with tons of photos! 
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TEDx at SJA!
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Leadership Team:
Mr. Reed

SungHyun (Joey) Heo - Grade 10

Joon Kim - Grade 12

Han Na Lee - Grade 12

Speakers:  
Antonia Sofia Amat Poblete - Grade 11

TaeJun Kim - Grade 10

Junsang Park - Grade 11

Michelle Lee - Grade 9

JaeHong Lee - Grade 11

Chan Hee Jung - Grade 9

Zhe Chu - Grade 11

Ji Sang Hong - Grade 10

Shin Hwi Ha - Grade 11

 

 

ChenHang(Luke) Sun - Grade 9

The TEDx ASA at SJA Jeju is one of a number of

public speaking enrichment opportunities

available to our talented student community. This

year our TEDx event focused on the theme of

"Adaptability". This broad theme of "Adaptability"

allowed students to engage with their audience

on a wide range of topics from adaptation to life

during COVID, adaptation of personal

improvement, adaptation of economics,

adaptation to transitioning between Middle/High

School and adaptation to a new culture. The

TEDx event on 21st May 2021 was the first in our

school's history. If you were not able to attend in

person or view the live stream, a recording of the

event is on the official SJA Jeju YouTube channel.

The TEDx ASA at SJA Jeju looks forward to

presenting more high-quality public speaking

opportunities for our community in the years to

come.

Written by Mr. Reed, 

Academic Support Teacher

 

It took the entire school year to prepare for the much anticipated night, but on May 20th, SJA Jeju

High School students, under the direction of Academic Support Teacher, Mr. Reed, and his student

leadership team, held what is hoped to be the first annual TEDx event. Ten student speakers

passionately shared their “ideas worth spreading” on topics ranging from virtual learning to

capitalism to reunification. 



“I was grateful to work as one

of the crews for SJA Jeju's first-

ever TEDx event. It is true that

we had some of the difficulties

in the middle, but I think our

team overcame those

difficulties very well because of

those amazing crews as well as

the amazing support from the

school. I would like to thank you

again for the audience who

attended our event and I hope

this tradition of holding a TED

event can continue in the

following years of SJA Jeju.” 

-Han Na Lee, TEDx Marketing

Department Leader
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To see recordings of the presentations, go to:  

https://www.tedxsjajeju.com/

https://www.tedxsjajeju.com/
https://www.tedxsjajeju.com/


On February 24, 2021 more than 11,000 students from around the world took part in three CEMC (The

Center for Education in Mathematics and Computing) contests (Pascal, Cayley, and Fermat), 16 of

whom were SJA Jeju students. The CEMC is a Canadian organization housed within the Faculty of

Mathematics at University of Waterloo that creates and promotes activities and materials for

mathematics and computer science students.

 

Results of the contests came out in April, and 80% of our students were awarded with a certificate of

distinction. Six students were placed on the Honor Roll – Haeri Hwang and Hyun Jin Lee for the Pascal

contest, Hyun Ho Jeong and Yuna Jang for the Cayley contest, and Min Seo Kim and Jun Sang Park

for the Fermat contest. Additionally, because of the excellent performance of our students, SJA Jeju

was placed on the Honor Roll for international schools in all three contests. Please join us in

congratulating them on their success. We hope that there will be more students participating in the

math contests next year.

As a participant in CEMC, how were you challenged and/or how did you grow or improve as a

student of mathematics?

 

For me, the biggest difficulty in these math problems may be to understand the stem part of the English

problem. But after all, this is also a math competition, and the difficulty of mathematics should not be

underestimated. I met many difficulties during solving the questions, but the students in the ASA help each

other a lot and solve these questions. 

-ZhengTing Yang, grade 10
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INTERNATIONAL MATH COMPETITION

(CEMC) WINNERS

Written by Ms. Dragana Babic, Mathematics Teacher
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CEMC Participants from SJA Jeju:

Hwang, HaeRi

Lee, MinGyu (Aiden)

Jeong, Hyun Ho

Choi, So Young

Yang, Seo Yeon

Kim, Myeongjin

Jang, Yu Na

Park, Jun Sang

Kim, Kyu Min

Yang, Zheng Ting

Moon, Sung Eun

Kim, Min Seo

Lee, Hyun Jin

Heo, Sung Hyun (Joey)

Kim, Won Whie

Lee, Ju Won (David)

As a participant in CEMC, how were

you challenged and/or how did you

grow or improve as a student of

mathematics?

 

Math competitions only have one

challenge: HARD MATH QUESTIONS. As

a student who loves mathematics, I

believe that the only way to grow or

improve in mathematics is to solve

math problems repetitively. This might

be a dull statement that everyone says,

but this is actually the essence of

which you can improve yourself in

mathematics. The process might be

troublesome and often disappointing

at some measures, but as soon as you

break those obstacles and solve those

questions, math might seem as a much

more interesting subject than before. 

-Ryan Park, grade 11

SJA students awarded 1st place
in 2020 Gapminder Club Korea

Statistics Competition!

The purpose of the competition “Get ‘Stat’ With Me”

was to raise interest in Statistics and understanding

of statistics in real life. The award reflects the

outstanding performance, production of

sophisticated works, and statistical analyzes based

on creative ideas and thinking skills. 

Congratulations to first place winners: 

Lee TaeIn G11

Moon SungEun G11

Park Junsang G11

Park SiEun G11

This SJA team earned the Top Peers

Choice award. Congratulations to:

 

Chot HyunWoo (Matia) G11

Jung ChanHee (Harry) G9

Kim WonWhie (Tony) G9

Lee MinGyu(Aiden) G10

Written by Ms. Kara Ingram, Statistics Teacher
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Students Do Good for the Community

 St. Johnsbury Academy Jeju (SJA) students practiced love and service,

keeping their activity ongoing despite the Covid-19 situation.

Written by Lee Ji Heon

Starting in 2019, Covid-19 made numerous

patients and medical workers exhausted. SJA

RCY members, along with SJA elementary

school students, wrote a cheerful letter to

elderly patients and medical workers. Ji Heon

Lee, the leader of SJA RCY delivered the letter

to Jeju Jeil nursing hospital. He said “I've seen a

lot of medical workers’ sacrifices on the news,

but I was depressed that there was no way to

help. I'm glad and happy to have a good

opportunity to deliver positive energy from

elementary school students and their sincere

support."



In addition to the letter, on May 4, members of the SJA

Youth Red Cross conducted a "Making Friendship Gift

Box" program for teenagers and children in

underdeveloped countries, which involved wrapping

and delivering small school supplies and handwritten

letters. This program is even more meaningful since

the packages were delivered to their contemporaries,

students who are living their lives just like they are. Ji

Heon Lee, head of the SJA Red Cross Youth, who

participated in the program said, "I'm happy to give a

small help by delivering letters and school supplies to

students of the same age." Moreover, 9th-grade Gha

Bin Kim said, “It was a very meaningful experience for

me to help friends living in other countries despite the

Covid-19 situation. Though it is a small number of

school supplies, I hope they can use it well, and I look

forward to doing more projects like this, helping

people in need.” In addition, teacher, Ms. Song said, "I

hope this activity will serve as a foundation for RCY

members to learn and practice volunteer spirit,"

adding that it is meaningful for the members to realize

their volunteer spirit.
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When did you realize you wanted to become

a teacher?

I was teaching part-time while I was doing my

PhD studies, and I liked the change of pace

compared to the mad rush of getting results in

order to publish a paper. When I realized that

pursuing a career as a researcher involved less

and less of lab work (which I love) and more

and more paperwork to try and get funding

money (which I hate), I knew that wasn't for me.

I already liked teaching and once I finished my

PhD, I decided to get certified and become a

full-time teacher.

What inspires you to teach?

The fact that we are working for the benefit of

our future generations. Humanity, with all its

faults, has come a long way due to education. I

like to think that I am helping, in my own little

way, to build a better future for all of us. I know

it sounds super corny, and maybe it is, but I

believe this is a sentiment shared by teachers

all over the world.

ACADEMIC SPOTLIGHT:
MR. EDGAR VÖLKER, CHEMISTRY TEACHER
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Dr. Völker has been teaching Chemistry for 14 years. He teaches Chemistry and AP

Chemistry at SJA. We decided to ask him a few questions about himself.

Did you ever have a teacher or mentor who inspired you?  What was that like?

My PhD advisor. He was always supportive, even when I brought him poor results. He never despaired or

stopped believing in me or my project, even when I wanted to give up. I believe these qualities are what I

most admire in him, and the fact that you can teach values to a person just by being honest and

hardworking.



Are you ever pleasantly surprised or impressed by your students?

Always! This is part of the pleasure of teaching. There is never a dull day (at least for me -- I can't say

the same for the students). They can always come up with different approaches to solve something, or

some clever ideas to measure something in the lab, and you always have some students that make you

laugh. I feel lucky to be able to enjoy my job!

What have your students taught you? 

Resilience. Perseverance. Humility. Companionship. Sense of humor...the list goes on and on. Students

have taught me many things along the years. The trouble is, I am not a very good student, so it takes

time for these ideas to sink in.

If there’s one thing you’d like your students to learn from you, what would it be?

This is a tough one. I could tell you a lot of things NOT to learn from me, hehe. I just want to find a wise

thing to say, but can't find anything, as maybe I am not wise. I guess this: Don't Stop Learning. I believe

when you are younger, you are enjoying life as it comes and you don't stop to think and look back. Now

that I have (several) years under my belt, I look back and think about things I would have done

differently. I learn from these reflections and strive to become a better person. So, you will find that as

you grow, learning comes from many different sources. It's what you do with it that will make a

difference!
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Sofia joined our school this year and took both Art 1 and 2 back to back. She has spent the entire

year making very impressive artworks. She's a very dedicated student who always tries her best

and pushes herself and her abilities. Her excellent study habits and drive led her to excel and

progress an impressive amount within only one year. 

STUDENT ARTIST SPOTLIGHT
ANTONIA SOFIA AMAT POBLETE 
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This year, the high school launched its first yearbook class. Over a period of ten months,

several groups of students worked tirelessly to document the story of students and their

school year. This effort culminated in the publication of 

the first SJA Jeju High School yearbook.

 

The yearbook is special because even though it is produced every year, it always tells a

different story. The 2021 yearbook, with the theme, “The Year to Remember,” tells the story

of students and staff who faced difficulty and countless restrictions, yet still persevered and

successfully grew in knowledge, experience, and passion. 

 

A yearbook tells the story of the school year, and next year, a new story will be told. To

capture your child’s next set of school memories, 

order the 2021-2022 yearbook in August!
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Yearbook staff members celebrate the

arrival of the first yearbook! 

 


